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thanks September 24, 2020 Hello everyone, I can't remember when I downloaded FMRTE, but it worked fine on my account. After I imported my game to a new computer, the FM would load, but with a FM "23.0.3.999" instead of the.299 in the game name. I then downloaded version 735 and it worked like a charm . Hello all, I am new here and i have been searching for a fix for my
game for a few days now. I have tried several fixes without luck. I finally decided to ask the question on here, and hope i will get a fix for FM. When i open FM everything is fine. When i go to start my new game i get the above error "FM does support your game version (13.3.3 359652), but it seems that you have a different version installed. Please use FMRTE to repair the game." I tried
the FMRTE and did the repair and it doesnt work, it does not work. I have tried this on two different PC's with the same problems. I am very depressed and dont know what to do. Please help me, i really want to enjoy FM again Thank you A: The problem wasnt the version of the FMRTE, the problem was that the game file. I tried to make a new game with the same name, and FM loaded
just fine. . However, we were not able to examine the effect of vertebral BMD/T-scores on the coronal alignment. The main limitations of this study include its retrospective design, which may not have prevented detection of unmeasured confounders. Moreover, the study design focused on only the neck, thoracic, and upper lumbar spine and did not include the lower lumbar spine. In
conclusion, we have described a "normal range" of cervical, thoracic, and lumbar spine BMD values. Higher vertebral BMD is associated with greater trunkal alignment in healthy subjects. Therefore, it is necessary to consider spine BMD in the radiographic evaluation of major thoracolumbar deformities, considering that spinal BMD is related to the severity of thoracolumbar kyphosis in
patients with Scheuermann's disease. More attention to spine BMD in the evaluation of major thoracolumbar deformities is recommended. This work was supported by
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